PROLON
TESTIMONIALS
Ted Hoffman, Sales Manager at
Minvalco, Minnapolis, MN
“At Minvalco, we sell JACE
controllers to our controls
contractors, and Prolon controllers
to our service contractors….over the
counter!”
Gus Bauder, director of
Building Automaton at
Temperature Controls
Systems, Dallas, TX
“Pro Lon at TCS is used in these
basic applications:
Sold over the counter to service
contractors;
Converting a standalone Pneumatic
VAV or FPB to DDC with an open
protocol controller that can be
integrated to a full blown
automation system.
Converting a third party standalone
DDC controller such as an EnviroTech VAV or FPB, to a cost effective
open protocol DDC controller.
Sold to mechanical or service
contractors as an Automation
startup system.
Inexpensive startup cost and little
programing knowledge required.
Can graduate the contractor and
jobs to a Niagara based multi
campus advanced graphical
interface project.
Currently in Texas, and I’m sure
elsewhere, 80% of commercial
buildings are Light Commercial
applications consisting of Roof Top
Units and VAV’s.
Example: Churches, car dealerships,
convenience stores, office
warehouse, day care, small office
building with 100 devices or less.”

Zoning solution for light commercial application
Are you in search of a reliable zoning control
system for your service contractors which is as
simple to configure as a programmable
thermostat?
Are your controls contractors
asking you for a cost effective solution to be
used in their light commercial building
applications? Would you like to increase your
revenues and expand your customer base, with
little to no technical support required of your
team, after just a single job? How about being
able to offer your contractors the ability to buy
systems over the counter, feeling totally
comfortable in their ability to do any job using
that system because they attended the FREE
technical start-up training always available in
house to valued distributors?
Then Prolon is the solution for you!

With more than 1,000 projects in North America,
Prolon is the effective solution for light commercial
buildings:

Bring automation of your VAV equipment to
a simple and affordable level

Comes with free software that provides a
3D visualization color of your system

Provides
convenient
remote
communication, even from your mobile
phone

Adaptable to existing systems as new
systems
Please contact us to learn more about our products
and how you can take advantage of the free training
offered by Prolon to provide everything you need to
be successful with our system!
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